Baller EZ AIR Instructions
**For the system to evenly deflate and inflate all four tires, you must follow the directions in the order they are in below. Please also
ensure all connections are secure and are not leaking before using. Any leaks will result in uneven tire pressure.

Deflation—
1. Ensure both the intake and deflate valves are closed on the manifold and that your deflate valve is preset to your
desired deflate PSI (they come preset at 19psi).
2. Attach both tire hoses to the manifold.
3. Attach tire hoses to your tires.
4. Open the deflate valve to let pressure out of your tires. The deflate valve will automatically close and stop deflating
once it reaches the set PSI. If you need to let any extra air out you can do so manually with the inflate valve.
5. Close the deflate valve and disconnect the tire hoses from the tires.
6. Disconnect the tire hoses from the manifold.
Inflation—
1. Ensure both the intake and deflate valves are closed on the manifold.
2. Attach each tire hose to the manifold.
3. Attach the tire hoses to your tires.
4. Attach your air source to the manifold via the quick connect or with the Schrader valve adapter depending on your
air source. The EZ Air system works best when paired with our 299LPM Beast Air Compressor.
5. Open the inflate valve and power on your air source. Periodically shut the inflate valve to check your tires pressure.
6. Once your desired tire pressure is reached, turn off your air source and close the intake valve.
7. Disconnect the tire hoses from the tires.
8. Disconnect the tire hoses from the manifold.
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